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futnne to the Story?
The aniii':e Classified Pai.hfinder- which iE arcessihle

by menrbers of the lntelligen[e Commiinity, may in-

clude addiiicnal infe rmati*n and expanded sectisns

oI sorne Fathlinder artiries. lhe Classified Paihfinder

provic!es a forurn for reading and discussinq topi( s

at the level of "Unclassified '/For Official Use Oniy"'

or higher. Fcr inlormaiicn please contact the editsr.

Heather (ox, ai 3or.-zz7-z?ga.
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Every buitding rests upon a foundation, every

publication begins with a blank page and every

achievement has a starting point. From concept

to product, emerging ideas often evoLve into

successful actions.

NGA's dedication to providing timety and

relevant geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) is

fueted by emerging technologies founded

upon the structurally sound data points of
NGA's predecessor agencies. Whether as a

buitding, an information system or a class

of data. NGA's strong foundation allows the

agency to succeed in fulfitling its mission

and supporting its partners. This Pathfinder

E*e fu ffi#A#gH

exptores the relationship offoundation data and technology and the ground-

work they lay for the agency's success.

NGA Deputy Director Lloyd Rowtand reminds us of the intimate relationship

between geospatial foundation data and the work ofthis agency. The success-

ful launch of the GeoEye-r satellite, a part of the NextView program. points to

the continual need to develop both data and the technology to deliver it, to

strengthen the momentum of GEOINT in the pursuit of the nation's security.

Technology and foundation data magnify NGA's coltaboration with and

responsibility to the lntelligence Community. These crucial elements also pre-

vent threats and protect warfi ghters, as illustraled by NGA Director Vice Ad m.

Murrett's article on the importance of the Global Posiiioning System (GPS) to

actionable GEOINT.

Wayne Schneider and Denise Damschroeder provide insight into the Bound-

ary TechnicaI Working Group, a critical partnership that estabtishes the mosi

accurate geospatial truth related to international boundary data in mapping and

geospatial history. No less valuabte, urban feature data reinforces the GEOINT

support NGA provides to mititary forces, as discussed in Gregory Wagner's article.

Valuable GEOINT is cotlected and constructivety shared through the Consoli-

dated Analytic SpatiaL initiative (CASi). John A. Duncan and Emity Kitman intro-

duce CASi and its role in improving information sharing among anatysts. Mark

Munsell outlines the Office of Global Navigation's efforts to achieve the future of

GE0INT by meeting increasing requirements to seamlessly manipulate data at

the touch of a button.

Join NGA Historian Dr. Gary E. Weir as he travels through decades past, explor-

ing deep into the foundational base of gathering GEOINT. Finalty, Glenn Forinash

shares his perspective on how the New Campus East (NCE) will enhance

time-dominant operations. The building of NCE continues to progress ahead of
schedule and serves as an ever-present reminderof the importance of a solid

foundation to achieving success.

Success and accomplishments come in many forms. The next issue, Janu-

ary/February zoo9, will relate many of NGA's significant accomplishments of
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iElcr* ihan a deeade and a half *gs *s a pii*t in

Desert Storm, I sat down to pLan a mission with a map

on my knee board. Atthe time, I rememberthinking I

needed a fused product that wouLd allow me to see the

imagery overlay of geospatial information with up-to-

date imagery intelligence. Only later did I come to realize

the product was one manifestation of what we today

know as geospatiaI intelligence (GEOINT).

Over the years I have come to admire the cornmitment,

flexibility and can-do spirit of the employees of NGA and

our predecessor agencies. Time and time again, they

have demonstrated the strong desire to make sure our

mission partners have the information they need when

they need it, in orderto make key decisions and to sotve

today's toughest intetligence challenges. Our people

have buiLt more than an agency. We have ted the way for

the emergence of the GE0INT discipLine and ensured the

success of the GEOlNTtradecraft. With the estabtishment

of the NationaI lmagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) in

ry96, eighl separate organizations were combined to

bring together the nation's most capabte imagery and

geospatialassets. NIMA's creation provided a criticaI

fusion of sl<ilts and technologies to expand the GEOINT

disciptine under one mission umbrella.

ln zooo, we began to experiment with fusing imagery,

imagery intetligence and geospatial information. This

conceptual experiment gained signifi cant momentum

after Sept. 1.1,2oo7. We were among the first to answer

the call for unified intelligence operations that were at the

forefront ofthe nation's consciousness. Today we are ex-

pan din g the GEOI NT footprint, pushin g forward in fusin g

GEOINT with other intelligence disciplines and exptoiting

the digitat environment. Our goal is to make sure policy-

makers, warfighters, and other end users have the GEOINT

advantage. Whether our partners need a hardcopy map,

a physical model, 3-D visuatization or fused inteltigence,

NGA is there to give them the critical edge.

L**3<E*g F*rward
As we move forward, GEOINT shows the wayl Our future

is extremely bright, thanks to our abitity to meet the

ever-increasing need for relevant and responsive GEOINT

in a time of unprecedented gtobat change. NGA and our
partners learn daily through the ongoing war against

violent extremism and combat operations how to cooper-

ate, share and fuse data. NGA has a forward-deployed

strategy that puts our people with our mission partners

on theirground and operating on theirterms. The impact

of this strategy has been tremendous. As Vice Adm. Mur-

rett and I travelthe world, we receive accolades and ap-

preciation for the difference the NGA workforce, and the

relevant, timely and actionable intetligence they deliver,

is making on the frontline.

That said, the GEOINT community always has room to
grow and challenges to face, so we cannot rest on our

Laurels. We must view every chaLlenge as an opportunity

to exceI and to move GE0INT into new arenas. I woutd Lil<e

to highLight six opportunities that witl move us forward.

S*d*m*frag fffssf*se ff*ryerr'*"rm*refs
There is the ever-present need to balance time-domi-

nant with non-time-dominant mission requirements.
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community applauded the successful launch of GeoEye-r'

a new source of high-resotution color imagery' GeoEye-r

is the second commercialimaging satellite developed

under NGA's NextView Program.

GeoEye officials report that the satellite is function-

ing properly. Foltowing the launch, NGA Director Vice

Adm. Robert B. Murrett commented, "Everything so far

in terms of the initiattesting has been successful, it is

tracl<ing as it shoutd be, and we lool< forward to getting

the initiat images." On Oct. B, GeoEye released the first

image collected from the satellite, a view of Kutztown

University in Pennsylvania. GeoEye anticipates begin-

ning commercial sales of GeoEye-r imagery in late zooB'

NGA initiated the NextView program as a partnership

with the commercial remote sensing community to en-

sure access to commerciaI imagery in support of national

security. Speal<ing of NextView and the agency's com-

mitment to its commercial partnerships, Murrett stated'

"We are the single strongest supporter of the commercial

remote sensing industry. lt is absolutety integral to our

success and is a fundamental buitding blockof whatwe

do as an agencY." fj
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This s*ms::er th* *ffice *f th* Dir*ct*r cf ilai!*nal
lntelligence (ODNI) pubtished Vision zot5: A Globally

Networked and lntegrated lntelligence Enterprise to charl

a new path for how Intetligence Community (lC) agencies

witl work together in the 21st century. Given that the

vision's principles of integration, coLlaboration and in-

novation are already part of NGA's culture and strategic
planning, how wiltVision zor5 change NGA?

ODNI's mission is to create "decision advantage" for
policymakers, warfi ghters, hom elan d secu rity offi cials

and law enforcement personne[, alI of whom NGA serves

dailyto meet its mission. To hetp create decision advan-

tage as part of Vision zor5, NGA wilI contribute geospa-

tial intetligence (GEOINT) within the framework of the

s..customer-driven intelligence. budgei

example, NGA witl ing thel:d

nue to fuse
discu

NGA's processes with other lC processes to fit into

the ODNI's operating modeL and resutt in new mission-

focused capabilities. NGA anatysts wilL continue to

deepen their own expertise by importing other lC exper-

tise into NGA's processes. NGA witt participate in ioint lC

prof ects as a way of tife, having fewer processes that are

confined, or "stovepiped," within the agency. lC agen-

cies will worl< toward removing barriers to cross-agency

co IIa bo ration, tra i n i n g;.:faeiliti€s.: other resou rces th at

c a n b e s h a re d, 
19,rgl,1il1gg11gilltgigg.q{!;iig{911 a t i o n e n t e r

prise that is agile, lean and flexib il!,9r:ir95Pond to
a dynamic environment.

To guide the,way to 2o15, the ODNI is imptementing a

%,
#

lrto serve as the basis forpl$i' 1jlgand
ring. lC agencies are involved in shap-

and the maior actions and mileitones
':l:l::::ii:i:l';:rl. -

nd the ma jor actions an -dlit$$gtp_,nes
r the vision. Ihe more the vision is

fK*nem be rs, th e bettejrt$€iKliivi,tl be':

iiiAp-is iust
map and lC

lV'ni'ctWorked and

ii:ilyli, beco me re a I ity,

ebe,iili.i G eOtNr.

#t*1tih,iiiilr.eilab? e o n th e
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f$GA: GPS e*msumer &r'?d C*ntrifua:t*r
SvVrcr A*n!" HoSERT E. fvXunnrrr" Drnre;*n" iiSA

Over the past decade, the NAVSTAR Ginbal
Positioning System (GPS), managed by the U.S. Air Force

(USAF) Space Command for the Department of Defense

(DOD), has become the most exploited space-based as-

set that the U.S. government has ever developed. Since

GPS provides space-based radio navigation for anyone

with a GPS receiver, both mititary and civilian uses have

increased exponentiatly.

ln fact, everything geospatialty oriented today is reLi-

ant on GPS. Most military and intelligence operations de-

pend on knowing precisely where something is [ocated.

NGA's mission is to provide the accurate, timely and

actionable geospatiaI intelLigence (GEOINT) to our mis-

sion partners, when and where they need it most. From

the warfighter on the front line to the locaI search-and-

rescue team seel<ing flood victims, NGA provides GEOINT

to support operationaI and decision-mal<ing needs.

For example, we provide the geospatial products that

enable our warfighters-soldiers, sailors and airmen-to
accurately tocate and hit targets. Our anatysts will buitd

a picture for the warfighter by Layering naturat features,

such as rivers, hills and waterways, with man-made

features, such as roads, power lines and buildings, to

devetop a z-D or 3-D picture for common use. Knowing

that a target of interest exists is important; l<nowing

where exactly that target of interest is located ensures

accurate targeting and minimizes the risk of cotlateral

damage. To target an oblect, the warfighter needs ac-

curate geographic coordinates. Subsequently, each data

layer used in the development of a GEOINT product is

referenced to a standard coordinate system.

€nse"*rEeTg &ce uraey amd Re{iahility
U.S. national security, transportation and navigation

safety, economic interests and scientific uses aLL rely

on GPS. This increasing dependence demands that the

coordinate information and reference system be both

accurate and accessible. NGA plays an essential role in

maintaining and improving the accuracy and retiabitity of

GPS by providing the DOD with precise GPS orbits, satel-

lite and station clock corrections and Earth orientation

information. NGA is not onty a daily consumer of GPS but

a robust contributor as wetl.

5(lrliiirs iike this ane: larm th( !'i/1iis!Aia Giotai t-tsiircni!]g Sysien
corisi(i!0tian.

NGA and its predecessor organizations partnered

with the DOD to develop the World Geodetic System

r984 (WGS B4) as the standard geodetic frame of refer-

ence. The WGS B4 global reference frame provides a

mathematical representation of the Earth's shape, a 3-D

coordinate system, and a gravity model that is essential

for computing satellite orbits and precise locations on,

above or betow the Earth's surface. WGS B+ provides a

common, standardized reference frame for interrelating

and integrating all geospatiat data, inctuding GPS-

derived posiiion Iocation information. This globaI refer-

ence information is what allows users to determine their
locations on Earth based on the precise positions of GPS

sateltites in space.

Prior to the 195os, coordinate systems were developed

regionally.0nce satellites became avaitabLe in the r95os

and r96os, we were able to estabtish an Earth-centered,

global coordinate system. Today, the WGS 84 coordinate

system, used by GPS, is defined by the 3-D coordinates

established by the combination ofthe Air Force and NGA

satellite tracking stations distributed around the world.

The more accurately we know the positions of these

tracking stations, the more accurately we can determine

the GPS satetlite positions. Currentty, we estimate the

accuracy ofthese station coordinates within a few centi-

meters or tess. As a by-product of this data processing,
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we can aLso detect smatl variations in the Earth's ori-

entation in space and its rotation rate. This information

is crucial for the accurate and precise orientation and

geopositioning of sateltite imagery.

Precise timing is the l<ey to GP5's accuracy. Every DOD

GPS tracking station and GPS satetlite is equipped with

an atomic clock, each of which runs at sLightLy different

rates. NGA collocated a tracking station with our nation's
master timekeepers at the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO)

in Washington, D.C. This allows us to take advantage of
the stability, precision and accuracy of the USN0 time by

defining it as our GPS "master clock" and then to adjust

all the other satellite and station ctocl<s to the master.

Reliabitity of service is essentialto GPS eflectiveness.

Beginning in the rg8os, NGA provided personneL support

at the GPS Joint Program Office (now the GPS Wing) at Los

Angeles Air Force Base (AFB) and the Operational Control

Station (OCS) at Schriever AFB in Colorado Springs.

Additionalty, we invested in buitding and operating a

globaI network of unmanned GPS tracking stations to
augment the Air Force's permanent GPS tracl<ing stations.
The result has been substantial benefits to the entire GPS

user community. As part of a major accuracy improve-

ment initiative, NGA stations now feed rea[-time data to
the GPS through the OCS at Schriever AFB. These data

are incorporated into the reat-time estimation process for
GPS orbit determination, resuLting in increased accuracy

and integrity of GPS navigation signals for GPS users.

L**Eei*g F*rward
Future improvements and maintenance of GPS, aug-

mentations and backup capabilities are necessary to meet

growing national security, econom ic, com mercial and

scientific requirements and opportunities. For exampte,

new foreign-based GtobaL Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS), such as the Russian GLONASS and the European

Galileo System, provide additional options for current

and future GPS users. These foreign systems are not yet

as robust as our GPS system but may be in futLre years.
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With ongoing efforts to ensure interoperabitity among all

the systems, every system may be vulnerable to the same

intentional or unintentional interference. The sheer num-

ber of combined GNSS satellites, upwards of 6o-roo
in the future, may help to mitigate these effects.

The defense community is exploring new mitigation

strategies to counter electromagnetic radiation in-

terference caused by solar flares or geomagnetic

storms, as well as intentional and unintentional

radio jamming caused by man-made techniques.

DOD's devetopment and implementation of a

military-only code and other new satellite features are

designed to protect and preserve U.S. strategic access to

GPS, even in hostile environments.

As we look toward the future and the next evolution of

GPS, we must ensure interoperabitity and compatibility

in the context of geospatiat information. NGA witl con-

tinue our strong collaboration with the USAF to ensure

future sateltite procurement and technological decisio ns

consider GEOINT needs and capabilities. Additionally,

NGA's continued participation in the lnternational GNSS

Service, the intet'nationalorganizalion that produces 
:

state-of'the.ari GNSS data and'products for the

scientific community, will atso help ensure that

NGA stays up-to-date on the latest GNSS sci-

ence and t€Chnology," '

r:'As both a consumer of and a contributor

ts GPS; NGA iS.Cgmmitl€d to'in,tegrating'

and working coltaboratively with our

m isqion partnels as w€ :m:ake,th,e' be,s!

decisions to ensure our national

security, safety and stability.

i,i:,rhf s,@{en15'o.crre,,g1edj.rttl,ql'.;
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Earth Gravitational Model Advances GEol NT Sciences
BY DR. NIKOLAOS K. FAVLIS

On April r7n eoo8, NGA officially unveiled the latest
and most accurate global model of the Earth's gravita-

tional field: Earth Gravitational Modelzoo8 (EGMo8).

Making this new and unrestricted model available to the
pubtic confirms NGA's leading geospatial rote within the

wortdwide scientific comm un ity.

A Global Need
Many people may recall from their high school physics

that on the surfuce ofthe Earth, the acceleration of grav-

ity is 9.8 meters per squared second. Most physics text-

books don't mention the fact that this is only an average

value orthatvariations ofthe Earth's topography, ba-

thymetry, geology and other geophysical features affect

the acceleration of gravity at a given spot on the Earth.

The precise determination of these gravity variations

is the focus of the branch of science called gravimetric

geodesy. A [ong-standing goalof this discipline is the

determination of the gravity fietd of the Earth at the high

est possible resolution and with the highest possible

accuracy, anywhere on or above the Earth. The encap-

sulation of this information into a set of parameters

that mathematically describe the gravity field is called a

gravity field model. Some models of the Earth's gravity

field are gtobal and may be used to estimate any type of
quantity related to the field anywhere on or above the

Earth, while others are regionat or [ocal and may be used

to estimate only certain quantities related to the field

over a given geographic area. The accuracy of any gravity

model depends primarily on the accuracy of the data

that were used to create it and secondarity on the rigor

and expertise with which these data were treated.

GlobaI models are inherently superiorto regional

modets, especially for NGA's interests and for NGA

customers who use this information for Department of
Defense (DOD) or Intelligence Community applications.

ln part because they require more effort to create, globaI

modets have historically tagged behind regionaland
local models in terms of resolution by a considerable

amount. This situation changed dramaticalty when NGA

officialty unveiled EGMoB and made it pubticty available

to alt. This new globalgravity model not only describes

the gravity fietd for the entire planet but does that at a

resolution comparabte to that of regional models and

with accuracy that in some cases surpasses the accuracy

of regionaI models. ln the same fashion as the geometric
portion of the Wortd Geodetic System B+ (WGS 84) refer-

ence frame has replaced the myriad of local and regional
geodetic reference frames (datums), thus providing

much'needed uniformity and consistency among DOD

users, EGMoB now enables a dramatic advancement in

NGA's quest for higher accuracy ofthe globat vertical
reference frame and the highty accurate targeting prod-

ucts NGA supplies to D0D customers. Since this gravity

modeI is unctassified, many scientific applications are

also possible. For example, scientists can use this model

to improve understanding of global ocean circulation,

which is important to global climate studies.

A GtobaI Solution
Before EGMoB, the gtobal modelof choice for many

apptications was EGM95, which was developed jointly by

NASA's Goddard Space Ftight Center, the NationaI lmag-

ery and Mapping Agency (NGA's predecessor) and The

0hio State University. EGM96 required approximately

13o,ooo parameters to be estimated for its numerical

realization and could support a nominal resolution

of 3o minutes of arc, which corresponds to about 55

kilometers on the equator. Within EGM95, the [ong wave-

length portion of the modet, which describes the broad

features of the field, required the processing of satellite
tracking data acquired over decades, from tens of dif-
ferent spacecraft. ln contrast, for EGMo8, 57 months of
the highly accurate data from the Gravity Recovery and

Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission-the first satellite-
to-sateltite tracking mission ever [aunched where both
satellites orbit at low altitude-were enough to support
the estimation of the long wavelength portion of this
model roo times more accurately than was possible for
EGM96. This long wavelength portion of the model is

criticalforthe accurate determination of the geoid sur-

face (approximately the Earth's mean sea level extended

through tand). White EGM96 was capable of supporting

the determination of the geoid with an average accuracy
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of about +/- 50 centimeters and a nominaI resolution of

3o minutes of arc (55 kilometers), EGMoB can support

geoid determination with an average accuracy better

than +/- r5 centimeters and a nominal resolution of 5

minutes of arc (corresponding to 9.3 l<itometers on the

equator). Thus, with EGMoB NGA is now realizing more

than three times higher accuracy at six times higher

resotution, compared to EGM96.

The determination of the high-resolution component

of EGMoB over land areas depended critically on the

availabitity of elevation data from the Shuttle Radar

Topography Mission (SRTM), which cover more than

Bo percent ofthe Earth's [andmass. To achieve this

90"

60"

30"

higher resolution, EGMoB required the estimation of
approximately 4.7 mitlion parameters, which are neces-

sary to define the model numerically. Most users of the

model are interested not only in the model's products,

but also in reliable accuracy measures associated with

these products. This requires the estimation of errors

associated with each one of these 4.7 million parameters

with in a welt-defi ned statistica t fra meworl<. The solution

of such a [arge estimation problem required the devetop-

ment of an estimation strategy and the implementation

of highty innovative analytical and numerical methods,

which have become the envy 0f many theoreticians and

practitioners within the disciptine.
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The development of EGMoB was possible only be-
cause of the long-term close coltaboration between the
Geodesy and Geophysics Division of NGA,s InnoVision
Directorate and Office of GEOINT Sciences. lnnoVision
provided the research and devetopment resources, the
technical leadership for the project and the rare analyti-
cal and numerical expertise required for global gravity
fietd modeting, estimation and validation. The Office of
GEOlNTSciences provided speciatized geodetic expertise
and large, processed, carefutly selected unique data
sets, includinga custom-developed subset ofthe NGA
gravity data holdings that contains more than 55 million
point gravity measurements. EGMoB required the effort

of four individuals over approximately four years, and
in this regard it has been developed at a comparatively
low cost to NGA. The worldwide interest generated by the
announcement of the initiation of this project in zoo4
made it atso possible to benefit from the contributions of
national and internationat partners. These have provided
valuable input to this effort. in the form of gravity data
contributions, in the processing of sateIite altimetry data
overthe oceans, in terms offeedback from the evaluation
of preliminary solutions, etc., all at no cost to NGA.

With EGMoB, NGA has achieved a quantum leap
towards establishing a new state of affairs in gravimetric
geodesy, whereby a single model can be used to sup-
port an extremely wide variety of applications. These
include highly accurate orbit determination for artificiat
satellites, geoid computations necessary to achieve a
representation of mean sea level around the wortd, the
estimation of other gravimetric quantities known as
"deflections of the vertical" and severaI others. Alt of
these identified applications are imporlant to DOD and
lntelligence Community customers. Finaily, the achieve_
ment of EGMoB brings an intangible, yet highly signifi-
cant benefit to NGA-introduction of this groundbreaking
gravity model has secured an indisputable leadership
role for the agency in applied geodetic research.

EGMoB resources can be found on the Web at:
h tt p : / / ea rth - i n fo. n g a. m i t / G a n d G /w g s B 4/ g rav itym o d /
egmzooB/index.htmlv

i: a Pra.ject Scientisi in ihe Geodesy and
Gecphysics Div:51on cf I'lGA': lnnoVision

Director'ate. His research focLrses cn very lign
'esoluricr gloual ard regional gra;ir\ field
detet m inalio t)"

Arci.tii'n ar*fficlits ;ts!frtL,iieC irerii t-i;i14ag {t:veJ! ilu$ier*us geopi_ysr,.i
ft*ii:res, sutli r:s *tt:i;:ilc irssthes, ridge:;" subriuttiL:n ancl {16,r!*re zanes
.."'l .,tlu,.. .t ;.
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Analyst Group Estabtishes Boundary Truth
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Frontier issues are at the heart of many of today's NGA GE0INT analysts within the Source Operations

geopotiticat conflicts. Potiticat boundary informa- and Management Directorate and Analysis and Produc-

tion*the location and status of international and admin- tion Directorate, and boundary analysts at the United

istrative boundaries. both terrestrial and maritime-is Kingdom's Defence Geographic Centre (DGC). The unified

a fundamental component ofgeospatial intettigence forces ofthese organizations have produced the most

(GEOlNl. lncreasingly stringent requirements for more accurate international boundary data in mapping and

accurate and authoritative boundary information have geospatiaI history. Known as the Boundary Technical

compelted NGA and its partners to take a more system- Working Group (BTWG), these analysts meet to discuss

atic and rigorous approach to boundary analysis. boundary issues, poticy, theory and processes to ensure

lnternationat boundaries are often the focus of globat that onty the most correct boundaries are distributed

problems that can incite crises. Resotving border con- throughout the lntelligence Community (lC)' The group

fticts and managing cross-border movement requires a is constantly searching for new technology and methods

clear understanding of where a tegatty defined boundary for the dissemination of boundary information.

fatls on the ground. Policymakers, diptomats, anatysts, Boundary work requires an in-depth knowtedge of geo-

coatition forces and others increasingly expect accurate spatiat tools and research principles. To futty understand

and timety GEOINT from NGA regarding the location and the issues surrounding international lines, BTWG analysts

status of potiticat boundaries. carefully study nationat potitical history, international

Many modern international boundaries were detineat- boundary history, culture, environment and resources.

ed at a time when the geography and cultural landscape Recently the group accomplished an in-depth analysis

were unknown, leading to much disharmony among of the 1949 Armistice Line that separates lsraeI from the

nations and sometimes to open warfare. ln rB9o, British West Bank in support of the ongoing Middte East peace

Prime Minister Lord Salisbury observed: process. Analysts researched and reviewed original

We have been engaged in drawing [ines on maps ... treaty maps augmented with current materials to depi.ct

giving away mountains and rivers and lakes to each the line to the highest degree of accuracy to date. ln ad-

other, onty hindered by the smatt impediment that dition, the group revised 9nd updated with imagery th.e -

*. n.u.rkn.* where the mountains and rivers and depiction of the secur!.ty'barrieithat physicalty'sepaiates

takes wLre. ,. much of lsraelfiom.,Fitestinian areas in the West:Bank.

Sorting out U.S. government policy and creating The analysts compteted a series of zB Border lmage

geospatial truth i"elated"to boundary location is the Maps (BlMd 
.portraying 

both the Armistice Line and the

cqrnbined iob'gf'dh'a{yqLp.atthe Department of State's,,. Secu;ity,nBtrrier. : \
r'.n^c'-\ 

^G-^ ^f +h^ c^^^'.iiho" rnrl r.]lnhrl lccrrac .
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The BlMs include explanatory notes to aid the user in

accurate boundary delineation and boundary-natural
feature association. The entire prolect has been a cot-

laborative effort between NGA, the United Kingdom and

DOS. The BlMs and associated vector data wilt likely be

used during any peace talks to determine the historical
positioning of the Armistice Line. The maps and vector
lines are available to the lC via NGA's Digital lnterna-

tional Boundary Database (DIBDB), the officiat repository

of international, interna[ (rst, znd and 3rd order) and

maritime boundary data collected in cooperation and

consultation with the NGA Geographer, the NGA Potitical
Boundary Branch, DGC and DOS.

The reconstruction of any boundary entails the selec-

tion of the best base sources, alignment treaties and

maps. ln the reconstruction process, the BTWG selects
sources for utmost accuracy and currency. These include

historicat and current hardcopy sources; digital data,
such as DigitalTerrain Elevation Data (DTED@); imagery;

commodity data; and open source collateral information.
The group thoroughty investigates all sources to build a
picture ofthe intended boundary delineation.

The analysts create geospatial boundary data by align-

ing att digitat vector data against the naturaI features as

understood from their systematic study. Accurate carto-
graphicsburce, DTED@ and mono and stereo imagery are

used';s the base;to.trace the boundary atong the features.

ln'many cas-esrskitled aiiatysls wilt collect vector data in

analysts identify the location of boundary pillars and

transfer them to stereo imagery for accurate placement.

Demarcation work does not stop at the international
level but includes the portrayaI of internaI administrative
boundaries along with maritime timits. GEOINT analysts €
require current boundaries to the detail ofthe [argest €
scale possible.

Alt good scholarship requires documentation. The

BTWG authors an in-depth anatysis of sources and
process to accompany each boundary segment with
paragraphs on boundary history, geography and carto-
graphic guidance. lnctuded are graphical presentations

and virtual scenes.

Boundary history and location are essential to under-

standing human terrain and the relationships among
locaI people and their neighbors. Throughout history,
land ownership has always been a divisive issue, with
invasion and conquest a common historical occurrence.

Exactly where one state ends and another begins re-

mains a point of contention and conflict.
As population density increases and the world

scrambles for scarce resources, the boundaries of [and

ownership become even more crucial. NGA and its BTWG

partners will continue to provide the key GEOINT per-

spective in collaborative boundary anatysis. e
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Foryears, anaiysts have recsrded a multitude ef

valuable geospatial features that are often overlooked in

standard coltection. This ad hoc feature data has tended

to remain stored in "shoeboxes," typicatly availabte only

to the anatysts who originally noted it. Now, an NGA

initiative is expanding access to this valuable data for the

agency and its partners. The Consolidated Analytic Spatial

initiative (CASi) improves geospatial intelligence (GEOINT)

sharing among analysts within NGA, the InteLtigence Com-

munity (lC) and the Department of Defense (D0D).

To an urban planner, a manhole cover is a cast-iron

disc that atlows access to underground infrastructures.

But to an insurgent or terrorist, it can be a portaL to inserl

gueriltas or explosives. To an imagery analyst, a manhole

cover can be worth noting. Yet manhole covers-and

other often overlooked commonplace features-are not

included in standard feature databases.
€t The various systems that make up CASI enable

analysts to collect, discover and share access to vast

amounts of nonstandard GE0INT data. CASi incorporates

new and emerging information and technologies to

support the discovery, dissemination and anatysis of

GEOINT feature data within a system compliant with

Open Geospatial Consortium standards.

The original call for CASi came about two years ago,

when analysts from NGA's Anatysis and Production

Directorate voiced concerns at the difficutty of storing

and sharing data that did not conform to standards,

yet had obvious value to their work. NGA Director Vice

Adm. Robert B. Murrett understood these concerns and

instructed the agency to remedy the situation, leading

to the estabLishment of the CASi program office within

the Anatysis and Production Directorate. White the CASi

staff put together futl processes and plans to stand up

the related systems, they also made a CASi prototype

available at NGA's Washington, D.C., and Bethesda,

Md., facitities to provide anatysts an interim capabitity to

load data and encourage them to suggest improvements

to the CASi interfaces. During the development and

implementation phases, CAS| benefitted greatly from a

bridged development approach that tool< advantage of

the comptementary skilts of NGA personnel from each

directorate, in collaboration with the program office,

to develop and maintain a system that provides data

storage, management, discovery, retrievat, analysis and

accessibitity of nonstandard GEOI NT features.

The three CASi program segments-CASi-lnternal
(CASi- l), CASi-External (CASi-E) and CASi-Forward



(CASi-F)-were created to facilitate and enhance analytic

exchange, yieLding sharabte knowledge for the lC. The

CASi infrastructure design promotes GEOINT interoper-

ability across networl<s, hardware platforms and operat-

ing systems.

CASi-l allows analysts to aggregate, manage, search,

discover and share nonstandard GE0INT data. CASi-l

servers allow analysts to utilize the data without having

to download it, saving limited computer space and deliv-

ering data consistently across the network.

CAS|-E extends data-sharing capabitities to NGA, the

lC and DOD. Anatysts can share their data with the wider

lC by toading it to the CASi-E servers, search for features

retevant to their work toaded by other analysts, and add

value to the data by rating and commenting on it.

CASi-F provides forward-deployed GEOINT analysts a

hybrid of CAS|-l and CASi-E, offering data gathering and

d istribution capabilities for nonstandard country datasets

and products to analysts working side by side

with warfighters. A CASi-F system was depLoyed to

Baghdad in June zooB, and CASi-F for Afghanistan is

currently under devetopment.

To load data to CASi systems, users complete

a few elements of standard geospatiaI metadata.

These provide the framework for users to locate relevant

features, understand their history and purpose, and

contact the data producer for further coltaboration.

The program office develops and releases CASi eLe-

ments on a spiral schedule. Program segments were

initialty released aI 65-7o percent of their intended

capability. Subsequent reteases provide additionat func-

tionatity severaltimes a year. Analysts who use the CASi

systems guide this spiraI development by commenting

on current capabilities and suggesting functions that
they woutd lil<e to see in future releases.

The accuracy of GEOINT anaLysis only improves as

anaLysts more futly aggregate and share the nonstandard

feature data they each discover. At the forefront ofthe
effort to collect and share these important resources,

CASi effectively extends the analysts' abiLity to support

the lC, DOD and the warfighter. i-

John A. Dunrirn is a Regi*nai Analyst and
CASi kepresenlative in ihp GL0iNr Founrla.

tion Office, supporting thd Nati*nal Sysleffi f0r
GeospaliaL lnrelligence.

tmiiy Kilman is a Geospatial Data Stelvard ;n
the 6[0lNT Foundaticn Oftice. essigned to fhe
CASi Program Office.
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Urban Feature Daia {UFDi, cne of many i{GA

products serving the warfighter, has proven effective in

the GtobalWar on Terrorism (GWOT). This high-density

urban area vector data can be overlaid on imagery de-

picting areas of high interest for use by inteLligence op-

eratives and special operations forces. UFD is part of an

initiative to fuse multiple intelligence sources, ground

movement target indicators and other data to provide

actionable intelligence to frontline operators.

Since zoo3, UFD has provided NGA analysts and

partners with the data needed to mal<e better decisions

as the landscape of today's war zone transitions to

an urban environment. UFD supports urban pLanning

operations to help both the mititary and the InteLligence

Community to fight the GWOT.

UFD has helped fill the increasing demand of the

modeling and simulation community for site familiariza-

tion and route-, mission- and target-planning data. UFD's

high-density geospatial data, when combined with other

intetligence sources, provides the necessary spatial

context for identifying key terrain, cultural, and street-

level features required to track persons of interest. The

following hypotheticaL example iLlustrates UFD's utitity:

Information indicates that a person of interest is

staying at a hotel one blocl< from a government facility.

Additional information places the target in the vicinity

of a named road. Neither the hotel, facility nor road

can be easily identified from imagery atone. To provide

context, UFD can be quickty overlaid on imagery that

has been georegistered to known geographic control

points. Analysts can then search the extensive UFD

attributes to find the features efficiently and locate the

person of interest.

Intended for use within geographic information sys-

tems, UFD has evolved to offer three levels of enhanced

z-D or 3-D vector data over urban and some rural areas.

The data is primarily extracted from stereo imagery. More

current commercial imagery is used to update the data set.

Direct feedback on the product has been extremeLy

positive. One user remarked that "Urban Feature Data for

Baghdad, Samarra, Kirkuk, Kabul and Hit witl aid the user

in creating a detailed product for any mission, route and

target planning in these cities. While this is a good find

from a z-D perspective, it is even more useful from a 3-D

perspective. Because the UFD shapefiles inctude buitd-

ing data along with height vatues for each structure, the

indiviti;.tci buildinEz anrL cn etiensiva systtnt aj'vtalis are ii!usitated i, ihis
exampie cf Urbar: Fe*turc Dalc.

data can be loaded into Terra Vista lscene visuaLization

softwarel to create a 3-D build of the entire area."

Another user stated that "UFD is a valuable tool for

tacticaL line-of-sight requirements in urban operations

on or near the ground, in addition to site familiarization.

We also like its use in navigation-good representation of

landmarks-and its use as an urban planning graphic."

The GEOINT Foundation Office (SG) within NGA's

Source Operations and Management Directorate man-

ages NGA's UFD program with support from the Office of

Commercial Partnerships. Almost alt UFD data has been

produced by commercialvendors. However, SG carto-

graphic analysts have recently begun worl< on NGA's first

in-house UFD data set.

NGA faces many chaltenges regarding UFD's future.

With the increasing demand for the product, NGA is in-

vestigating how best to disseminate and distribute UFD

to the user community. The program faces additional

chalLenges, including standardizing UFD, creating com-

mon specifications among its variations, and updating

the product to remain current. Nevertheless, given its

proven benefits and NGA's dedication to solving these

challenges, the ever-improving UFD will remain crucial to

the warfighter for a Iong time to come. F3
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is a Cartographic Analy6{ in F*lGA's Sourc€
Op*rations an d Manage*lent Dilecta.ate,

6EOiNT Fqundafion Office, where he suilpoi"ts
the Urban Featuae Data prografi.
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analyst need to confront a world of complex threats and

rapid change? The essential requirement, in a word, is

data-abundant current and historical information with

which to understand a situation and draw conctusions-
and the fasterthe better. The anatyst also needs tools to

manipulate data and seamless lines of communication

to reach other analysts to collaborate.

NGA's Office of Global Navigation is working to cre-

ate a setting that would provide alI of these attributes.
Consider how a hypothetical day might unfold in such

an environment:

Upon logging in, a maritime analyst receives several

messages from collaborative partners, including some

unexpected tip-offs about important changes in the navi-

gation infrastructure within the analyst's geographic area

of interest. After a quicl< review, it's apparent only one of
the tip-offs requires immediate attention. The anatyst re-

trieves fresh GEOINT from the source management system

through a simpLe and direct interface. The infrastructure

behind it can input host-country navigation publications

at a furious rate. This system contains every paper and

digital navigation product known to exist, indexed and

searchabLe both geospatialty and via keywords.

The anaLyst enters a foreign port into the search field

and, within moments, results start flowing, inctuding:
>> Six host-country pubLished, scanned nauticaL

charts, at various scales, coverage and dates
> Two new foreign partner electronic nautical charts
> Two other foreign nautical charts, scanned and

georefe ren ced

> Two open source artictes pubtished by U.S. and

foreign newspapers on recent activity in this port,

including which contractor performed the work and

its estimated value

The most recent commercial reports on port activity,

fueI prices, piracy and traffic, plus a variety ofopen
source information from Wil<ipedia, GooglerM, etc.

Two bathymetric surveys of unl<nown origin

A recent Notice to Mariners published by the

host country

i-.i.5. !'ic'i| arcw| i?n€ti ,r ataufli.: i|f.)inie!iiJti ifr tlor!gilie sciely. N5A !::
\!,i{tl(r:g t{i octe!e:"a!e the rina!'t'sis aoti rieii*trr af tstefii(;i tfictiiifi}u {iata.

Nothing in the source appears suspicious, but the
analyst digs deeper. Based on metadata associated with
the query's original results, the analyst clicks on the
newest chart from a foreign partner, and it opens in a

geographic information system (GlS) window. The ana-

lyst repeats the process for other charts, a bathymetric

survey and an outline of a commercial image.

ln the GlS, the anaLyst adjusts the order and transpar-
ency ofthe data layers. The anatyst then brings up layers

from the Maritime GE0INT database and compares the
recently added source to the current database that is
transmitted to NGA's Department of Defense (DOD)

customers weel<ly. The comparison reveals several

significant feature changes. The analyst then receives an

instant message from an imagery analyst that alt inbound
traffic is at a hatt offshore waiting entry into the port.

The analyst immediatety adds the live feed and latest
airborne imagery and lays it over the current database.
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Shocl<ingly, m uch of the port is destroyed, though the

cause is unclear.

lmmediately, the analyst begins a videoconference

with the partner who provided the initial tip-off. The

analyst includes an aeronauticalanalyst as similar

destruction to an airfietd is discovered. Then several

senior analysts.join the conversation to lay out a plan

of action-one of the first steps being to alert ships in

the area of the port ctosure via a broadcast warning

message. Working together, the analysts begin to "data

intensify" all ofthe nautical and aeronautical charts in

the region for possible immediate mititary operations or

humanitarian retief missions.

From an operational standpoint, this scenario depicts

far swifter and deeper access to maritime source data

than analysts currently have. And it describes a quantum

leap in the ease of collaboration. Yet, from a technicat

standpoint, this scenario is not far-fetched. All of the

technologies described are available today.

This begs a criticaI question, namely: Why doesn't

NGA have such a system right now? The reason is that

the chatlenge of buitding such a capable system is not

lust technical but logistical. The goal is in sight, but NGA

will only achieve it through the heavy tifting of integrat-

ing data and systems and making totalfunctionality

accessibte to its analysts. The following will have to be

developed to reatize this concept ofoperations:
> A robust system ofsource ingest, archiving, index-

ing and retrieval fed by many sources.

> A database that every analyst can access, with cur-

rent safety of navigation and navigation infrastruc-

ture, information and intelligence data. Aeronautical

and maritime analysts can update this database

dynamicalty, as well as nominate updates from

outside sources.

> Toots to easily compare, overtay, ingest and merge

data from the source management system.

> Tools to support and use the persistent surveitlance,

Web-based geospatiaL visualization and community

collaboration of the NGA time-dominant operating

picture for information development, data fusion

and situational awareness.

NGA witL transform to create this future operational

state, beginning with two ambitious pilot projects of the

GlobaI Navigation Services (GNS) for the Aeronautical

and Maritime Domains. Currently, maritime feature data

resides on z9 CDs held in hundreds of Digital Nautical

Chart libraries. The goat is to buitd a database for mari-

time feature data-a groundbreaking feat in itself-and
design this system to rapidly deliver Digital NauticaI

Charts on demand. The present GNS-Aeronautical

database is ro years old and strains under a software

architecture that is no longer supported. Beyond ensur-

ing higher retiability, the new, more robust aeronautical

database wilt incorporate additional feature data,

updated data standards and new product Iines, such as

Stereo Airfi eld Collection.

lmptementation of both GNS pilots will foltow a

phased approach for smooth integration into the entire

system in a service-oriented architecture that facilitates

cross-organ izational pu blish ing of information. Furth er,

both databases will employ network-attached storage to

facilitate data sharing. Compliance with 0pen Geospatial

Consortium standards will make these pilot databases

more interoperable and accessible to NGA's partners in

DOD and the lntelligence Community.

The ultimate goal of both pilots is to provide

one-touch maintenance of safety of navigation in a

database environment, where digital source data are

automatically ingested and fused, and where products

are created directly from the database, regardless

of whether the source materiat is textual, digitat or

hardcopy. This environment will allow analysts to do

their jobs more elficiently and wiLl empower them to

lead the way in GEOINT-sharing capabilities with NGA's

partners. The Office of Gtobat Navigation pilots will start

to realize the day-in-the-life scenario described above,

bringing NGA analysts and their partners closer to

"analytical nirvana." p

is the Technical Executive for the Offii.e
ofGlobatNavlgation; where he works on

tra nslor'nationa I issues and faci iita tes tech nol-
ogy irrsertion ior the Aeronauticaiand Maritime
Domains.
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Shortly after the Great bVar of rgr4-rgr$, a mid-
shipman at the U.S. NavalAcademy made a startting

discovery on a naval summer cruise. He observed that
the primary chart upon which the ship's navigator retied

dated to r839. This seemed remarkable for a number

of reasons. First, he discovered the high quality of early

rgth century surveying and mapmaking and the retiabit-

ity of the foundation data gathered over Bo years earlier.

ln addition, the chart formed part of a co[[ection that
emerged from the U.S. Exptoring Expedition that cir-

cumnavigated the globe and diverted to such pLaces as

Antarctica between rB38 and r84z. This very successful

venture marked the first time the young United States of
America engaged in exploration far from its own shores.

Noi too many years ago, the Smithsonian Institution

honored the expedition with an exhibit entitled "The

Magnificent Voyagers." Finatty, the discovery seemed

even more remarkable and the episode more ironic to

the midshipman because Navy Lt. Charles Wilkes, com-

mander of the U.S. Exploring Expedition, prepared the

chart. As it happened, the midshipman recognized WiL-

kes as his great-grandfather. As part of his professional

navaI education, this young officer discovered at sea the

vitaL and eternal nature ofthe knowledge provided both

by his famiLy and the foundation tradecrafts.

ln preparing the reports based on the coLlection

compiled over four years at sea, the personnel ofthe
U.5. Exptoring Expedition employed the considerabLe

treasure they brought back from their Long journey. The

six-ship squadron brought backto the United States

zBo island surveys; r8o charts, maps and surveys ofthe
Oregon Territory coastline extending for Boo miles; and

r,5oo miles worth of similar data for the Antarctic coast.

Their efforts actually validated Antarctica as the seventh

continent. The expedition eventually supplied the infant

Smithsonian with the beginning of its extraordinary

naturat history collections. Combining the expedition's
Oregon maps and charts with the fi42 Rocky Mountain

work of Capt. John Fr6mont soon enabted the United

States to create a geodetic base for the territory between

the Mississippi River and the Pacific Ocean. Wilkes

himsetf prepared observations based upon personally

rhe Space 5hlittle ,itleavau{ u}lletts tfrpr1tcphi{al daie di}intj tile
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gathered data forthe expedition reports on the Earth's

magnetic field and its gravity.

Their eflort to understand the Earth in these most

basic and essentialways places Witkes, his expedition

staff, Fr6mont, and other determined explorers among
the scientific parents of the National lmagery and

Mapping Agency (NIMA) and NGA. The four years, the
six wooden ships, and the foundation research ofthe
U.S. Exptoring Expedition clearty emerged from the same

fundamental requirement that gave birth in our own time
to the Defense MappingAgency's (DMA's) DigitalTerrain

Elevation Data, or DTED@, mapping database that pro-

vides accuracy down to 3oo-foot intervals across a much
greater expanse of geography.

While time moved on, the need for knowing the Earth

in this way obviousty did not change. Wilkes and his

company desired to know our world more intimatety and
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pursued that goatwith a singte-minded drive that con-

firmed a new continent. ln the same way, DMA continued

to refine the precision of DTED@ by using the additionaI

data that came from photo analysis and mensuration to

improve the accuracy of its products.

The U.S. Exploring Expedition wanted to visuatize

as much as possible and take those physical impres-

sions backto the United States in data, charts and art.

Knowing how the Earth actually looks can make all the

difference to peace, war, prosperity and understanding.

One of the most impressive images produced by the

expedition shows Sugarloaf Mountain overlool<ing the

harbor of Rio de Janeiro. Expedition member Navy Lt.

John Dale composed a [andscape demonstrating the

beauty ofthe mountain and its surroundings that both

pleased and strategically informed' Over a century later,

DMA and the U.S. Army Topographic Engineering Center

performed the same function for the participants at the

Dayton Peace negotiations on Bosnia in 1995, using their

foundation data to impel the required terrain visualiza-

tions and automated cartography to taitor maps and

analyze the topography in a way that made negotiators

more comfortable with their assumptions and decisions.

Just as our predecessor agencies did, NGA now provides

this service daity in the form of geospatiat inteltigence

to the warfighter and to alties in need of support due to

natural disasters or external aggression.

ln ry99, three years after DMA, the National Photo-

graphic lnterpretation Center and other organizations

combined to form NIMA, which became NGA, the agency

went on an exploring voyage of its own with NASA. NIMA

used the space shuttle Endeavor to dramaticatly improve

DTED@ by exptoiting the radar interferometry techniques

developed atthe Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,

Catif. For zzz.4hours in February zooo, the Shuttle Radar

Topography Mission, or SRTM, successfully surveyed Bo

percent of the Earth's surface and 95 percent of its popu-

lated areas. The improved DTED@ contributed incompara-

ble accuracy to everything from geophysics to earthquake

research to the best tocation for cell phone towers to mis-

sile targeting. This voyage did not involve a wooden ship

under sail, and its techniques would have astonished

Chartes Will<es, but he would have understood the goats

and the importance ofthe data and the finaL products to

both commerce and the nationat defense.

The best foundation activity Iasts forever. lt informs

currently and provides the basis for an ever-deeper

understanding and a platform upon which to buitd. lt

never grows old or irretevant. The need for SRTM data

and DTED@ products and the importance of World

Geodetic System 84 and Earth GravitationaI ModeI oB,

which NGA recently made avaitable to the pubtic' testi-

fies to the constant relevance of foundation data and

tradecraft. ln ry43, during the island-hopping campaign

against Japan in World War ll, the Altied stafl planning

the tanding on the island of Tarawa resorted to using a

chart composed by the U.S. Exptoring Expedition from

the foundation knowledge the expedition had gathered

in the r84os. Having used techniques that stood the test

of time, Charles Wilkes once again stepped forward in an

essentialway, this time to hetp American forces subdue

the Japanese in a difficult campaign. NGA foundation

professionats, past and present, regularly follow in the

footsteps of Will<es and his Magnificent Voyagers. t=

the l.iGA Hlstarian
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Editor's Note: The Pathfinder and the New Campus East

Advocacy effort invited Glenn Forinash of the Time-Domi-

nant Operations Center to contribute this article.

T'**74'*tir*rt*E"S'y*t*rc{r;r{:*r:s*"*1ia':,i,-':::1.2.:t=::,+
(NSG) Strategic Concept ofOperations for zot5 lays out an

expectation that Department of Defense (DOD) and lntel-

Ligence Community (lC) customers wilI require immediate
geospatial i ntelligence (G E0l NT) with increasi n g u rgen cy.

ln anticipation of shortening timelines, in zaoT NGA es-

tablished the Office of Time Dominant 0perations, which

provides a persistent stream ofsituationaL awareness

data to its operations directors, analysts and customers

across the NSG. The standup of the oltjce and the impLe-

mentation of the agency's own Time-Dominant Operations

Center (TD0C) concept ofoperations synchronized time-

dominant entities and provided a singLe NGA voice to its

broad customer base. The New Campus East (NCE) TDOC

wilt iorm the fulcrum of NGA's time-dominant support.

NGA units invotved in time-dominant operations
currently reside in a number of locations across the
United States. The NCE TDOC wilt consolidate NGA's
geographically and functionally dispersed time-domi-
nant operations on the East Coast within a single,
integrated center to enhance internal collaboration
and the quality and timeLiness of its GEOINT. TD0C

analysts witl have ready access to information technoL-

ogy support, and NGA Ieadership will have easy access

to operati0nal information and personnel. A simitar
plan to align agency time-dominant units in St. Louis,

Mo., is also in work. The multidirectorate entity in St.

Louis will be operational prior to the stand up of the
NCE TDOC and witl be criticaI in providing continuity
of time-dominant operations during the relocation of
units to the NCE.

The integrated NCE TDOC design adheres to four key

concepts to better serve lC and DOD customers:
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) The integration of time-dominant efforts across

components will be managed by NGA operations

directors (ODs) who will synchronize efforts and

marshal resources across NGA to respond to custom-

ers' needs. The ODs witI continue to serve as a focal

point for NGA customers requesting time-dominant

support. The ODs wilt maintain their interaction with

watches and operations centers across the lC, DOD

and foreign partner organizations to ensure that

NGA's time-dominant intetligence efforts are aligned

with customers' priorities and information needs.

> The development of tradecraft and training for

TDOC professionats witt continue to enrich the field

of time-dominant operations. NGA's current training

and certification programs for ODs ensure that they

are able to fultv represent and teverage NGA capa-

bitities and respond thoroughly and consistently to

customers' requirements. A training program for all

NGA professionals performing elements of the time-

dominant mission is currently in development and

wilt carry forward to the NCE environment.

> The insertion of already evaluated communications

and technotogy to enable operations will facilitate

persistent collaboration and situationat aware-

ness among lC sites and mission partners. The

increased" situational awareness and cotlaboration

capabilities witl enhance the quality and timeliness

of NGA's GEOINT. lnlormation technology resources

witt disptay all pertinent information needed by

TDOC personnel, assisting them in maintaining

anatytic focus. The abitity to disptay large amounts

of information on NCE TDOC's newly engineered

knowledge walt wilt greatly increase the situational

awareness ofthe ODs and TDOC components. Web-

based geospatial visualization tools will package

large volumes of data. and security technology will

provide new means for disseminating inteltigence

information across multiple security domains.

> The improvement of the facilities at NCE TDOC witt

synchronize time-dominant activities and help

provide the best possible GE0INT to customers.

Time-dominant analysts' abitity to reach the broader

NSG elements wilt be enhanced. Subiect matter

experts in many cases will reside in close physical

proximity, providing greater access to the deep

analytic capability found in NGA's functionat and

regionat offices. NGA and the NCE professional staff

have ensured that time-dominant operations will be

conducted in an environment that allows persistent

collaboration and guarantees muttiple-security level

access and seamless system interoperabitity.

NGA's criticatcontribution to the time-dominant mis-

sion will continue to grow as the demand from the agen-

cy's customers for timely and relevant GEOINT increases.

The NCE TDOC will greatty enhance the information

superiority and technological advantages essential to

providing influential time-dominant GEOINT and warning

of imminent threats. P

is an Operations Director in the
Office of Ti me-ilom i nant O pei'alio.ns 
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